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Reviewer's report:

This is a nice study, which adds to the already available studies. I have some comments, which should best be addressed before the manuscript is suitable for publication:

1) in the introduction the pharmacokinetics (ADME) should be more correctly worked out, esp the metabolisation while being distributed (as currently presented, it sounds as the glycercylceramides are reaching the skin, which is most probably not the case).

2) Do avoid a trademark in the abstract and manuscript (except in experimental section, where it should be given; but only there). Also, Table 1 should be adapted accordingly (2xSkinCera??).

3) It should be thoroughly discussed why a single-blinded study instead of double-blinded was chosen: this is a critical issue that must be at least discussed towards its conclusions.

4) Also critical: not only the glycreamides profiling, but also other components should be characterised. In Suppl Inf: give chromatography and MS conditions, together with their refs if appropriate.

5) Sample size should be given more information: effect size (clinically significant)? variability? Formula used (or reference)?

6) The scoring scales should best be justified and discussed (limited range of scores?). Also why not included also objective measurements: this (weakness) should be at least discussed (as I understand you cannot redo the trial).
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